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Chapter 1616

Even Old Master Wade couldn’t help being stunned.

Stephen said in a cold voice at this time: “I never thought of letting Mr. Charlie come
back. I just tell you objectively that today’s Mr. Charlie is not inferior to Changying Wade,
who was so powerful in Eastcliff back then! As for the marriage, it is The master
proposed it, not me!”

“Besides, you don’t have to be frightened here. Mr. Charlie doesn’t want to come back
at all. With my understanding of him, even if I kneel down and beg him, he will not come
back, let alone abandon his wife and go with Su family marriage!”

When everyone heard this, they were relieved.

Won’t come back?

It would be better not to come back!

Elder Wade’s eyes narrowed slightly.

After pondering for a while, he said seriously: “Actually, I think if Charlie comes back, I
can’t say that he can really marry Zhiyu successfully.”

“How is it possible?” Andrew blurted out: “The Su Family’s eyes are higher than the top,
and our outstanding Wade parents and grandchildren may not be able to do it. He is a
vulgar person who has been outside for many years, why should Su Family be
admired?!”

Elder Wade looked at Andrew coldly and grinned.



Andrew was shaken by the Old Master’s glance, and he felt as if he could see through
his mind at once.

Elder Wade knew in his heart that the reason why Andrew was here to belittle Charlie
was because he was afraid that Charlie would really come back, and he was even more
afraid that Charlie would really agree to marry the Su family.

Because of fear, so belittle.

It seems to be justified, but in fact it is just to cover up his inner panic.

Others also agreed at this time, everyone’s reason was simple, it was just that Charlie
grew up in a humble environment and couldn’t be worthy of Su Family girl.

Changyun said with a sneer on his face: “Dad, although Charlie is the son of my second
brother, he has been the sling in the mouth of a young man for so many years. How can
a sling be compared with a lady of heaven like Zhiyu?”

Seeing everyone objected, he thought that Elder Wade snorted and said, “You? Do you
know that back then, Zhiyu’s mother, the eldest daughter-in-law of the Su family, wanted
to find life and death for Changying? Back then, she chased Changying for many years.
As long as Changying nodded, she would be the second daughter-in-law of the Wade
family. Today, she also worships in front of Changying’s grave every year. Do you
understand this kind of love for the house and the Wus?”

In a word, the audience was in an uproar!

Andrew only remembered those past events at this time.

Changying back then, in the entire Eastcliff, that is really the dominant existence.

Don’t know how many wealthy daughters, they dreamed of marrying him.

This includes Zhiyu’s mother and Su’s eldest daughter-in-law.

Back then, countless men were deathly jealous of Changying, including his eldest
brother.



If the Old Master said that Zhiyu’s mother loved Changying, then Charlie and Zhiyu’s
matter is really possible…

Chapter 1617

Just when everyone in the Wade family had their own ghosts, thinking about what
reasons they should use to convince the Old Master to give up this idea.

The Old Master patted the table and said excitedly: “I think if Charlie nodded in this
matter, the success rate is very high!”

Andrew hurriedly said: “Dad, Charlie is already married! Do you think it is possible for
the Su family to marry the eldest granddaughter who is like a jewel in the palm to a
married man? Even if Charlie is divorced, it is a second time marriage!”

Elder Wade said indifferently: “As long as the charm is big enough, what about the third
marriage, even if it is not divorced, do you know how many wealthy daughters Eastcliff
had back then, would rather give Changying a little? , They had no complaints, this is
the charm of Changying!”

Andrew said grimly: “Dad! Times are different! Now young people admire, how can they
be willing to wrong themselves?”

Elder Wade said coldly: “Will he or not? It’s not you or me. It’s the facts! How can I know
if I don’t try?!”

After that, he immediately said to Stephen: “Stephen, go to Aurous Hill as soon as
possible, and when you see Charlie, tell him about this matter.”

Stephen said earnestly: “Master I don’t think Mr. Charlie will agree.”

“What?” Wade Old Master frowned, pointed at the other Wade Family heirs, and asked:
“They don’t want Charlie to come back, don’t you want it as well?”

Stephen hastily explained: “Master you have misunderstood. I am looking forward to Mr.
Charlie’s return to the Wade family day and night. However, based on my understanding
of Mr. Charlie, it is indeed impossible for him to agree to marry the Su family, and he is
very attentive to his current wife. When talking about the marriage, don’t forget that he



and Miss Sara’s always have a marriage contract. That is the order of his parents and
the words of the matchmaker. Mr. Charlie counts. Miss Sara who considers the Gu
family will not consider Zhiyu from the Su family either!”

“f*ck…”

Everyone thought of a fact that they had ignored for many years.

As early as when Charlie was young, he had already betrothed to Miss Sara, who is
now the big star!

Grandpa Wade suddenly cast a golden light in his eyes, and said excitedly: “Oh! I am
dull! It turns out that the opportunity to soar into the sky that the old master said is on
Charlie!”

Others looked at Old Master Wade, wondering why he suddenly said this.

Elder Wade sighed at this time: “Although the strength of the Gu family is much weaker
than that of the Su family, but the Gu family is not less! Philip owns 25.5% of the Gu
Group’s shares! This does not count as his other assets. Adding up is afraid that it will
reach the trillion level, even if there is no one, it will be infinitely close. The most perfect
thing is that he has only one daughter, and everything about him in the future will belong
to his daughter, in other words, it will also be his son-in-law!”

Everyone was jealous to death.

Real or fake?

So Charlie has been outside for so many years, and he still carries the marriage
contract with Miss Sara of Gu family? !

This is too d*mn enviable, right? !

At this moment, the Old Master stood up excitedly and said to Stephen: “Stephen, give
you a task, I don’t care what you use, within half a year, Charlie must divorce the
woman in Aurous Hill, and then return to the family!”

Stephen nodded: “Master I must go all out.”



The other Wade family members were all annoyed.

According to the current trend, it depends on whether the Old Master must get Charlie
back.

Moreover, once Charlie comes back, he is very likely to become the son-in-law of the
Gu family, and also likely to become the son-in-law of the Su family.

At that time, he had become a real person in the Wade Family who could make ends
meet.

Chapter 1618

This is an unacceptable situation for other cousins!

All of a sudden, everyone began to think desperately about the countermeasures.

Elder Wade’s mood suddenly cleared up, and he could already determine that the
opportunity for the Wade Family to take off that the old master Lai Qinghua said was
Charlie.

This immediately solved the doubts that had troubled him for four years and made him
feel good.

So he laughed, stood up, and said loudly, “Okay, that will be all for here today, let’s end
the meeting!”

Everyone’s expressions were a little strange, but no one dared to say anything against
it, but everyone had their own ghosts in their hearts. The vast majority of them were
unwilling to see Charlie return to the Wade family in high profile.

After the meeting ended, Stephen returned to his office and just sat down in his seat, he
received a call from Charlie.

With joy in his heart, he hurriedly connected to the phone and asked respectfully:
“Master how do you think of calling me?”



Charlie asked, “steward Stephen, is it convenient for you to speak now?”

“Convenient, yes.” Stephen hurriedly said, “I’m in my own office. It’s very safe and
confidential. You can say anything.”

Charlie gave a hum, and said lightly: “I am in Eastcliff and want to see you. Do you have
time?”

Stephen asked in surprise, “Master have you come to Eastcliff? When did it happen?”

Charlie said: “I have been here for two days, came over to do some things, plan to go
back tomorrow, I want to see you before I leave.”

Stephen immediately said, “It’s okay, young master, please move to the Hot Cup
Teahouse in Huguang Guild Hall.”

Charlie said: “Okay, then I will pass by now.”

Stephen hurriedly said, “I’ll set off immediately!”

Huguang Guild Hall was a Qing dynasty building. It was used to entertain people from
Huguang area who went to Eastcliff to rush for the exam. It is a bit similar to the Qing
Dynasty Huguang office in Eastcliff. Later, it gradually developed into old Eastcliff
people listening to music and having tea. Great place for an outing.

Stephen invested in a teahouse in Huguang Guild Hall. This teahouse is antique and
charming. Stephen often comes here to rest or entertain friends on weekdays.

With Stephen’s current status as the chief steward of the Wade family, he is considered
to be the number one person in Eastcliff. In addition to the top families, the patriarchs of
other families have to be respectful in front of him, so his teahouse business is very
Well, many people with good looks like to come to join in.

When Charlie arrived at Huguang Guild Hall, Stephen had already arrived one step
ahead of him.

He personally greeted him at the door, seeing Charlie coming with a woman wearing a
mask, stunned.



Stephen has been cultivating in Eastcliff for many years and has extraordinary insight
into many things. He can almost see at a glance that the woman wearing a mask who
came with Charlie is Sara.

At this moment, Stephen was extremely happy and said excitedly: “Master and Miss
Sara, how did you two meet together?”

Sara smiled and said, “Uncle Stephen, I’m all dressed up like this, and I can’t hide from
you!”

Stephen smiled and said, “Ms. Sara has an extraordinary temperament. How can a
mask cover it.”

After that, Stephen hurriedly said again: “Young Master Miss Sara, it is not convenient to
speak here, please follow me to the backyard!”

Chapter 1619

Hot Cup Tea House is divided into front yard, middle yard and back yard. They are all
typical antique wooden buildings. There is also a stage inside. People often talk about
cross talk or sing Peking opera here.

The front yard and the middle yard are both open to the outside world. Members of the
tea house can consume here, but the back yard is not open to the outside world. This is
Stephen’s private domain, which is extremely confidential.

Stephen respectfully invited Charlie and Sara into the private living room in the
backyard.

After entering, Stephen immediately distracted all the service staff, personally invited
Charlie and Sara to sit down on the sofa, and at the same time personally used his set
of precious Jianzhu tea set to make a pot of tea for the two.

After passing the fragrant tea cup to the two of them, Stephen couldn’t hide his
excitement and said, “Master I really didn’t expect you to come to Eastcliff, and you are
still with Miss Sara… “



Stephen had actually longed for Charlie to be willing to come back, and he had also
longed for Charlie to come together with Sara.

He has been in Eastcliff for many years, and he knows the situation of Wade family and
other big families very well.

Based on his mastery of the entire Eastcliff family situation, he felt that the best choice
for Charlie was to divorce his current wife, and then leave the small city of Aurous Hill,
come to Eastcliff, and get his Wade’s Er The identity of the young master, and then
marry Sara openly.

In Stephen’s opinion, no one in this world is more suitable for Charlie than Sara. The
two of them are simply a match made in heaven.

This is not only because Charlie and Sara originally had a marriage contract, but also
because Philip is a righteous person, and their family of three values   loves and
righteousness.

More importantly, the Gu family has extraordinary strength and only has one only
daughter. If Charlie marries Sara, it is equivalent to putting half of the Gu family group
behind him.

In that way, Charlie is not only the second young master of the Wade family, but also the
Super-rich, no one can match in Eastcliff.

Therefore, now that he saw Charlie and Sara together, he was very excited.

Charlie said lightly at this time: “I came to Eastcliff this time mainly to take a look at
Uncle. Didn’t he have a bad health some time ago, so I came to see him.”

Stephen was shocked and blurted out: “Master Chairman Gu suddenly recovered from
a serious illness, and the whole person looks a lot younger on TV. Should be your help
behind?”

Stephen paid no less attention to Charlie. Although he didn’t know many things, he still
heard about Charlie being regarded as a master in Aurous Hill. He knew that the
second young master had some abilities that ordinary people did not have.



Facing Stephen’s problem, Charlie smiled slightly, nodded gently, and said, “I also got a
good medicine by chance, so I rushed over to give it to Uncle. Fortunately, the good
medicine worked well.”

Stephen trembled and said with emotion: “Master the effect of your good medicine is
more than good! It can be described as superb! Having lived for so many years, I have
never heard of any medicine that can cure it. Good for advanced pancreatic cancer.
From this we can see that your good medicine is definitely a miracle medicine!”

Charlie nodded noncommitantly and looked at Stephen seriously: “steward Stephen, I
have prepared a copy of this good medicine for you. If you need it in the future, I will
definitely deliver it to you.”

Rejuvenation pills, Charlie has them of course.

Chapter 1620

If it is really necessary, he can take it out and give it to Stephen at any time.

But the reason why he said he would wait until Stephen needed it was that he wanted to
use Rejuvenation Pill to increase Stephen’s reliability.

It was not that he had doubts about Stephen, but that he felt that it was always right to
be cautious under any circumstances.

Stephen hangs with the Rejuvenation Pill, and Stephen’s loyalty to him will inevitably
increase.

As soon as Stephen heard this, his whole expression was stunned, and he immediately
thanked him: “Master with your words, I will die without regret when I go up to the sword
mountain and down to the sea of   fire!”

Stephen is not only a loyal person, but also a smart person.

Although he didn’t know exactly what Rejuvenation Pill was, he could also get a glimpse
of it through Philip’s performance.



First of all, the good medicine Charlie said must be a miracle medicine that can cure all
diseases. Even advanced pancreatic cancer, a severe disease with a fatality rate of
almost 100%, can cure it. Then there may be no disease without a cure in this world.

Secondly, Philip’s whole body state on TV was better than when he was healthy, which
proves that this good medicine can not only cure diseases, but also prolong life.

With these two effects, it can almost be called the world’s treasure.

But now, Charlie actually promised to prepare a copy for him, which not only made him
excited, but also moved him extremely.

Charlie nodded lightly and asked Stephen, “Steward Stephen, I came to see you this
time to know the details of my parents being forced to leave and the murder after that.
Do you have any more clues? For example, behind the scenes. Who is it etc.?”

Stephen hesitated for a moment, and said, “Master at the outset, your father clearly
offended the Rothschild family, which has dominated the West for many years, but
actually offended the entire Eastcliff family.”

Charlie frowned and asked him: “Why would my father offend the entire Eastcliff
family?”

Stephen sighed and said, “Back then, your father led the Wade family to start
transnational finance and trade under the tide of opening up the market economy. At
that time, many large families in China knew nothing about overseas financial markets.
It is very traditional physical trade, such as exporting some domestic products to
overseas, and then importing some products from overseas to return to China. This kind
of transnational trade is the most basic. Our ancestors have been doing this since the
Wang and Song Dynasties, even in the Song Dynasty. Our country had become the
largest foreign trade country in the world. Quanzhou Port, one or two thousand years
ago, could be said to be the busiest trading port in the world…”

Speaking of this, Stephen sighed and said, “However, until your father was young, the
foreign trade of our domestic entrepreneurs was almost the same as that of the Wang
and Song Dynasties, with little technical content, while Europeans and Americans had
already played multinational finance. It’s supernatural, stocks, futures, oil, gold, private
equity funds, hedge funds, venture capital, these are the housekeeping skills of Europe
and the United States…”



“At the time, Asian countries were still relying on the hard-produced goods of workers to
go overseas to exchange for money. When a little bit of little money was accumulated,
their hedge funds went directly to Asia to wreak havoc with a lot of hot money. The
financial turmoil can also legally steal the fruits of labor in Asian countries for years or
even decades, causing a country’s financial collapse, stock market collapse, and
property market collapse…”

“Back then, the Rothschild family aimed at the blood-sucking goal of the big family in
China. When everyone could only be slaughtered by others, it was your father who
stood up and organized the entire Eastcliff family to work together against Rothschild.
This family finally caused the Rothschild family to retreat in embarrassment and dare
not come to China for ten years…”

When Charlie heard this, he couldn’t help frowning: “According to what you said, the
Eastcliff families should have thanked my father. How did my father offend them?”


